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Abstract

This paper introduces a class of discrete iterative algorithms which are provably
convergent alternatives to belief propagation (BP) and generalized belief propa-
gation (GBP). Our work builds on recent results by Yedidia, Freeman and Weiss
(2000) who showed that the fixed points of BP and GBP algorithms correspond
to extrema of the Bethe and Kikuchi free energies respectively. We obtain two
algorithms by applying CCCP to the Bethe and Kikuchi free energies respectively
(CCCP is a procedure, introduced here, for obtaining discrete iterative algorithms
by decomposing a cost function into a concave and a convex part). We implement
our CCCP algorithms on 2D and 3D spin glasses and compare their results to BP
and GBP. Our simulations show that the CCCP algorithms are stable and converge
very quickly (the speed of CCCP is similar to that of BP/GBP). Unlike CCCP,
BP will often not converge for these problems (GBP usually, but not always, con-
verges). The results found by CCCP applied to the Bethe or Kikuchi free energies
are equivalent, or slightly better than, those found by BP or GBP respectively
(when BP/GBP converge). Note that for these, and other problems, BP/GBP give
very accurate results (see Yedidia et al 2000) and failure to converge is their major
error mode. Finally, we point out that our algorithms have a large range of inference
and learning applications.

To appear in Neural Computation

1 Introduction

Recent work by Yedidia, Freeman and Weiss (2000) unified two approaches to sta-
tistical inference. They related the highly successful belief propagation (BP) al-
gorithms (Pearl 1988) to variational methods from statistical physics and, in par-
ticular, to the Bethe and Kikuchi free energies (Domb and Green 1972). These
BP algorithms typically give highly accurate results (Yedidia et al 2000). But BP



algorithms do not always converge and, indeed, failure to converge is their major
error mode. This paper develops new algorithms which are guaranteed to converge
to extrema of the Bethe or Kikuchi free energies and hence are alternatives to belief
propagation.

Belief propagation (Pearl 1988) is equivalent to the sum-product algorithm devel-
oped by Gallager to decode Low Density Parity Codes (LDPC) (Gallager 1963). In
recent years, see (Forney 2001) for a review, the coding community has shown great
interest in sum-product algorithms and LDPC’s. It is predicted that this combi-
nation will enable the coding community to design practical codes which approach
the Shannon performance limit (Cover and Thomas 1991) while requiring only lim-
ited computation. In particular, it has been shown that the highly successful turbo
codes (Berrou et al 1993) can also be interpreted in terms of BP (McEliece et al
1998). Although BP has only been proven to converge for tree-like graphical models
(Pearl 1988) it has been amazingly successful when applied to inference problems
with closed loops (Freeman and Pasztor 1999, Frey 1998, Murphy et al 1999) in-
cluding these, particularly important, coding applications (Forney 2001). When BP
converges it (empirically) usually seems to converge to a good approximation to the
true answer.

Statistical physics has long been a fruitful source of ideas for statistical inference
(Hertz, Krogh, Palmer 1991). The mean field approximation, which can be formu-
lated as minimizing a (factorized) mean field free energy, has been used to motivate
algorithms for optimization and learning (see chapters by Peterson and Yuille in
Arbib 1995). The Bethe and Kikuchi free energies (Domb and Green 1972) contain
higher order terms than the (factorized) mean field free energies commonly used. It
is therefore hoped that algorithms which minimize the Bethe or Kikuchi free ener-
gies will outperform standard mean field theory and be useful for optimization and
learning applications. Overall, there is a hierarchy of variational approximations in
statistical physics which start with mean field, proceed to Bethe, and finish with
Kikuchi (which subsumes Bethe as a special cases).

Yedidia et al’s result (Yedidia et al 2000) proved that the fixed points of BP corre-
spond to the extrema of the Bethe free energy. They also developed a generalized
belief propagation (GBP) algorithm whose fixed points correspond to the extrema
of the Kikuchi free energy. In practice, when BP and GBP converge they go to
low energy minima of the Bethe/Kikuchi free energies. In general, we expect that
GBP gives more accurate results than BP since Kikuchi is a better approximation
than Bethe. Indeed, empirically GBP outperformed BP on 2D spin-glasses and
converged very close to the true solution (Yedidia et al 2000).

But these results say little about failure to converge of BP (or GBP) (which are
the dominant error modes of the algorithms – if BP or GBP converge then they
typically converge to a close approximation to the true solution). This motivates
the search for other algorithms to minimize the Bethe/Kikuchi free energies.

This paper develops new algorithms that are guaranteed to converge to extrema of
the Bethe and Kikuchi free energies. (In computer simulations so far they always
converged to minima). The algorithms have some similarities to BP/GBP algo-
rithms which estimate “beliefs” by propagating “messages”. The new algorithms
also propagate messages (formally Lagrange multipliers) but, unlike BP/GBP, the
propagation depends on current estimates of the beliefs which must be re-estimated



periodically. This similarity may help explain when BP and GBP converge. But,
in any case, these new algorithms offer alternatives to BP/GBP which may be of
particular use in regimes where BP/GBP do not converge.

The algorithms are developed using a Concave Convex procedure (CCCP) which
starts by decomposing the free energy into concave and convex parts. From this
decomposition it is possible to obtain a discrete update rule which decreases the
free energy at each iteration step. This procedure is very general and is developed
further by Yuille and Rangarajan (2001) with applications to many other optimiza-
tion problems. It builds on results developed when studying mean field theory
(Kosowsky and Yuille 1994, Yuille and Kosowsky 1994, Rangarajan et al 1996a,
Rangarajan et al 1996b).

The algorithms were implemented and tested on 2D and 3D spin glass energy func-
tions. These contain many closed loops (so BP is expected to have difficulties –
Yedidia et al 2000). Our results show that our algorithms are stable, converge
very rapidly, and give equivalent or better results than BP/GBP (BP often fails to
converge for these problems).

We note that there has recently been a range of new algorithms which either act
as variants or improvements of BP (this paper was originally submitted before
we learnt of these alternative algorithms). These include Teh and Welling (2001),
Wainwright et al (2001), and Chaing and Forney (2001). Of these, the algorithm by
Teh and Welling seems most similar to the CCCP algorithms. Their algorithm is
also guaranteed to converge to an extremum of the Bethe free energy. Comparative
simulations of the two algorithms have been performed (Teh and Welling – private
communication) which indicate that the differences between the two algorithms lie
mainly in the convergence rates rather than in the quality of the solutions obtained.
But these results are preliminary. The relative advantages of these algorithms is
work for the future.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section (2) describes the Bethe free energy
and BP algorithms. In section (3) we describe the design principle, CCCP, of our
algorithm. Section (4) applies CCCP to the Bethe free energy and gives a double-
loop algorithm that is guaranteed to converge (we also discuss formal similarities
to BP). In section (5) we apply CCCP to the Kikuchi free energy and obtain a
provably convergent algorithm. Section (6) applies our CCCP algorithm to 2D and
3D spin glass energy models using either the Bethe or Kikuchi approximation and
compares their performance to BP and GBP. Finally, we discuss related issues in
Section (7).

2 The Bethe Free Energy and the BP algorithms

In this section we describe the Bethe free energy and the BP algorithm (following
the formulation of Yedidia et al 2000).

The Bethe free energy (Domb and Green 1972, Yedidia et al 2000) is a variational
technique from statistical physics. The idea is to replace an inference problem
we cannot solve by an approximation which is solvable. For example, we may
want to estimate the variables x∗1, ..., x

∗
N which are the most probable states of

a distribution P (x1, ..., xN |y). This, however, may be computationally expensive
(eg. NP-complete). Instead we can apply variational methods where we seek an



approximate solution by minimizing a free energy function to obtain a mean field
theory solution (see chapters by Peterson and Yuille in Arbib 1995).

The Bethe free energy is an approximation that uses joint distributions between
variables. It can give exact solutions in situations where standard mean field theory
only gives poor solutions (Weiss 2001). As we will discuss later, the Kikuchi free
energy gives higher order approximations (see discussion at the end of this section).

Consider a graph with nodes i = 1, ..., N . The problem specification will determine
connections between the nodes. We will only list connections ij for node pairs i, j
which are connected. (Ie. variables, such as ψij , bij , which depend on two nodes
will only be defined for pairs of nodes which are connected in the graph). The state
of a node is denoted by xi (each xi has M possible states). Each unobserved node
is connected to an observed node yi. The joint probability function is given by:

P (x1, ..., xN |y) =
1

Z

∏

i,j:i>j

ψij(xi, xj)
∏

i

ψi(xi, yi), (1)

where ψi(xi, yi) is the local “evidence” for node i, Z is a normalization constant,
and ψij(xi, xj) is the compatibility matrix between nodes i and j. We use the
convention i > j to avoid double counting. To simplify notation, we write ψi(xi)
as shorthand for ψi(xi, yi). (Recall that if nodes i and j are not connected then we
do not have a term ψij).

For example, in the 2D spin-glass network, see figure (1), the variable i labels nodes
on a two-dimensional grid (see section (6)). It is convenient to represent these
nodes by vector labels ~i with the first and second components corresponding to
the positions in the 2D lattice and with ∆~h,∆~v corresponding to shifts between
lattice sites in the horizontal and vertical directions. The 2D spin-glass involves
nearest neighbour interactions only. So we have potentials ψ~i(x~i) at each lattice
site and potentials ψ~i,~i+∆~h(x~i, x~i+∆~h) and ψ~i,~i+∆~v(x~i, x~i+∆~v) linking neighbouring
lattice sites.

a b

c

d

Figure 1: The grid for a 2D spin glass. Each node a, b, c, d represents a binary valued
spin variable. Our convention is that a is site~i, b, c, d are sites~i+∆~h,~i+∆~v,~i+2∆~h.

The goal is to determine an estimate {bi(xi)} of the marginal distributions
{P (xi|y)}. It is convenient also to make estimates {bij(xi, xj)} of the joint dis-
tributions {P (xi, xj |y)} of nodes i, j which are connected in the graph. (Again we
use the convention i > j to avoid double counting).



The BP algorithm introduces variables mij(xj) which correspond to “messages”
that node i sends to node j (later we will see how these messages correspond to
Lagrange multipliers which impose consistency constraints on the beliefs). The BP
algorithm is given by:

mij(xj ; t+ 1) = cij
∑

xi

ψij(xi, xj)ψi(xi)
∏

k 6=j

mki(xi; t), (2)

where cij is a normalization constant (i.e. it is independent of xj). Again we only
have messages between nodes which are connected. Nodes are not connected to
themselves (i.e mii(xi, t) = 1, ∀ i).

For the 2D spin-glass, see figure (1), we can represent the messages (and later the
λ’s from CCCP) by the nodes into which they flow, see figure (2).

a

b

c

d

Figure 2: The quantities “a,c,b,d” flowing into the central pixel correspond to
Lagrange multipliers or messages for CCCP or BP respectively. They correspond
either to λ~i±∆~v,~i(x~i), λ~i±∆~h,~i(x~i) or m~i±∆~h,~i(x~i),m~i±∆~v,~i(x~i).

The messages determine additional variables bi(xi), bij(xi, xj) corresponding to the
approximate marginal probabilities at node i and the approximate joint probabilities
at nodes i, j (with convention i > j). These are given in terms of the messages by:

bi(xi; t) = ĉiψi(xi)
∏

k

mki(xi; t), (3)

bij(xi, xj ; t) = c̄ijφij(xi, xj)
∏

k 6=j

mki(xi; t)
∏

l6=i

mlj(xj ; t), (4)

where φij(xi, xj) = ψij(xi, xj)ψi(xi)ψj(xj) and ĉi, c̄ij are normalization constants.

For a tree, the BP algorithm of equation (2) is guaranteed to converge and the
resulting {bi(xi)} will correspond to the posterior marginals (Pearl 1988).

The Bethe free energy of this system is written as (Yedidia et al 2000):

Fβ({bij , bi}) =
∑

i,j:i>j

∑

xi,xj

bij(xi, xj) log
bij(xi, xj)

φij(xi, xj)
−

∑

i

(ni−1)
∑

xi

bi(xi) log
bi(xi)

ψi(xi)
,

(5)

where ni is the number of neighbours of node i.



Because the {bi} and {bij} correspond to marginal and joint probability distribu-
tions they must satisfy linear consistency constraints:

∑

xi,xj

bij(xi, xj) = 1, ∀ i, j : i > j
∑

xi

bi(xi) = 1, ∀ i,

∑

xi

bij(xi, xj) = bj(xj), ∀ j, xj ,
∑

xj

bij(xi, xj) = bi(xi), ∀ i, xi. (6)

These constraints can be imposed by using Lagrange multipliers {γij : i > j} and
{λij(xj) : i 6= j} and adding terms:

∑

ij:i>j

γij{
∑

xi,xj

bij(xi, xj)− 1}+
∑

i,j:i>j

∑

xj

λij(xj){
∑

xi

bij(xi, xj)− bj(xj)} (7)

+
∑

i,j:i>j

∑

xi

λji(xi){
∑

xj

bij(xi, xj)− bi(xi)}. (8)

The Bethe free energy consist of two terms. The first is of the form of a Kullback-
Leibler (K-L) divergence between {bij} and {φij} (but it is not actually a K-L
divergence because {φij} is not a normalized distribution). The second is minus the
form of the K-L divergence between {bi} and {ψi} (again {ψi} is not a normalized
probability distribution). It follows that the first term is convex in {bij} and the
second term is concave in {bi}. This will be of importance for the derivation of our
algorithm in section (3).

Yedidia et al (2000) proved that the fixed points of the BP algorithm correspond
to extrema of the Bethe free energy (with the linear constraints of equation (6)).
Their results can be obtained by differentiating the Bethe free energy and using

the substitution mji(xi) = eλji(xi)e
− 1

ni−1

∑
k
λki(xi) and the inverse e−λij(xj) =∏

k 6=imkj(xj).

Observe that the standard (factorized) mean field free energy (see chapters by Pe-
terson and Yuille in Arbib 1995) can be obtained from the Bethe free energy by
setting bij(xi, xj) = bi(xi)bj(xj), ∀ i, j. This gives:

Fmean−field = −
∑

i

∑

xi

bi(xi) logψi(xi)−
∑

i,j

∑

xi,xj

bi(xi)bj(xj) logψij(xi, xj)

+
∑

i

∑

xi

bi(xi) log bi(xi). (9)

By comparing equation (5) to equation (9) we see that the Bethe free energy con-
tains higher order terms than the mean field energy. It is therefore plausible that
algorithms which minimize the Bethe free energy will perform better for optimiza-
tion and learning than those which use the mean field approximation.

In general, (factorized) mean-field, Bethe and Kikuchi give a hierarchy of approxi-
mations to the underlying distribution P (x1, ..., xN |y). They can be derived by min-

imizing the K-L divergence D(PA||P ) =
∑
x1,...,xN

PA(x1, ..., xN ) log PA(x1,...,xN)
P (x1,...,xN |y)



with respect to an approximating distribution PA(x1, ..., xN ). If the PA are re-

stricted to being factorized distributions, PA(x1, ..., xN ) =
∏N
i=1 bi(xi), then we

obtain the mean field free energy, see equation (9). We can obtain the Bethe and
Kikuchi free energies by allowing PA(.) to have different forms. (Though additional
approximations are still required to get Bethe or Kikuchi unless the graph has no
loops).

3 The Concave Convex Procedure (CCCP)

Our algorithms to minimize the Bethe and Kikuchi free energies are based on the
Concave Convex Procedure (CCCP) described in this section. This approach was
developed (in this paper) for the specific case of Bethe and Kikuchi but is far more
general. Indeed many existing discrete time iterative dynamical systems can be
interpreted in terms of CCCP (Yuille and Rangarajan 2001).

Our main results are given by Theorem’s 1,2,3 and show that we can obtain discrete
iterative algorithms to minimize energy functions which are the sum of a convex
and a concave term. These algorithms will typically, but not always (Yuille and
Rangarajan 2001), require an inner and an outer loop. We first consider the case
where there are no constraints for the optimization. Then we generalize to the case
where linear constraints are present.

Theorem 1. Consider an energy function E(~z) (bounded below) of form E(~z) =
Evex(~z) + Ecave(~z) where Evex(~z), Ecave(~z) are convex and concave functions of ~z
respectively. Then the discrete iterative algorithm ~zt 7→ ~zt+1 given by:

~∇Evex(~z
t+1) = −~∇Ecave(~z

t), (10)

is guaranteed to monotonically decrease the energy E(~) as a function of time and
hence to converge to an extremum of E(~z).

Proof. The convexity and concavity of Evex(.) and Ecave(.) means that:

Evex(~z2) ≥ Evex(~z1) + (~z2 − ~z1) · ~∇Evex(~z1)

Ecave(~z4) ≤ Ecave(~z3) + (~z4 − ~z3) · ~∇Ecave(~z3), (11)

for all ~z1, ~z2, ~z3, ~z4. Now set ~z1 = ~zt+1, ~z2 = ~zt, ~z3 = ~zt, ~z4 = ~zt+1. Using equa-
tion (11) and the algorithm definition (i.e. ~∇Evex(~z

t+1) = −~∇Ecave(~z
t)) we find

that:

Evex(~z
t+1) +Ecave(~z

t+1) ≤ Evex(~z
t) +Ecave(~z

t), (12)

which proves the claim.

Observe that the convexity of Evex(~z) means that the function ~∇Evex(~z
t+1) is

invertible. In other words, the tangent to Evec(~z
t+1) determines ~zt+1 uniquely.

Theorem 1 generalizes previous results by Marcus, Waugh and Westervelt (Marcus
and Westervelt 1989, Waugh and Westervelt 1993) on the convergence of discrete
iterated neural networks. (They discussed a special case where one function was
convex and the other was implicitly, but not explicitly, concave).



The algorithm can be illustrated geometrically by the reformulation shown in fig-
ure (3) (suggested by James M. Coughlan). Think of decomposing the energy
function E(~z) into E1(~z) − E2(~z) where both E1(~z) and E2(~z) are convex. (This
is equivalent to decomposing E(~z) into a a convex term E1(~z) plus a concave term
−E2(~z)). The algorithm proceeds by matching points on the two terms which have

the same tangents. For an input ~z0 we calculate the gradient ~∇E2(~z0) and find the

point ~z1 such that ~∇E1(~z1) = ~∇E2(~z0). We next determine the point ~z2 such that
~∇E1(~z2) = ~∇E2(~z1), and repeat.
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Figure 3: A CCCP algorithm illustrated for Convex minus Convex. We want to
minimize the function in the Left Panel. We decompose it (Right Panel) into
a convex part (top curve) minus a convex term (bottom curve). The algorithm
iterates by matching points on the two curves which have the same tangent vectors,
see text for more details. The algorithm rapidly converges to the solution at x = 5.0.
(Figure concept courtesy of James M. Coughlan).

We can extend this result to allow for linear constraints on the variables ~z. This
can be given a geometrical intuition. Firstly, properties such as concavity and
concaveness are preserved when linear constraints are imposed. Secondly, because
the constraints are linear they determine a hyperplane on which the constraints are
satisfied. Theorem 1 can then be applied to the variables on this hyperplane.

Theorem 2. Consider a function E(~z) = Evex(~z) + Ecave(~z) subject to k linear

constraints ~φµ · ~z = cµ where {cµ : µ = 1, ..., k} are constants. Then the algorithm
~zt 7→ ~zt+1 given by:

~∇Evex(~z
t+1) = −~∇Ecave(~z

t)−
k∑

µ=1

αµ~φµ, (13)

where the parameters {αµ} are chosen to ensure that ~zt+1 · ~φµ = cµ for µ = 1, ..., k,
is guaranteed to monotonically decrease the energy E(~zt) and hence to converge to
an extremum of E(~z).

Proof. Intuitively the update rule has to balance the gradients of Evex, Ecave in the
unconstrained directions of ~z and the term

∑k
µ=1 α

µ~φµ is required to deal with the
differences in the directions of the constraints. More formally, we define orthogonal
unit vectors {~ψν : ν = 1, ..., n−k} which span the space orthogonal to the constraints

{~φµ : µ = 1, ..., k}. Let ~y(~z) =
∑n−k
ν=1

~ψν(~z · ~ψν) be the projection of ~z onto this space.



Define functions Êcave(~y), Êvex(~y) by:

Êcave(~y(~z)) = Ecave(~z), Êvex(~y(~z)) = Evex(~z). (14)

Then we can use the algorithm of Theorem 1 on the unconstrained variables ~y =
(y1, ..., yn−k). By definition of ~y(~z) we have ∂~z/∂yν = ~ψν . Therefore the algorithm
reduces to:

~ψν · ~∇~zEvex(~z
t+1) = −~ψν · ~∇~zEcave(~z

t), ν = 1, ..., n− k. (15)

This gives the result (recalling that ~φµ · ~ψν = 0 for all µ, ν).

It follows from Theorem 2 that we only need to impose the constraints on Evex(~z
t+1)

and not on Ecave(~z
t). In other words, we set

Ēvex(~z
t+1) = Evex(~z

t+1) +
∑

µ

αµ{~φµ · ~zt+1 − cµ}, (16)

and use update equations:

∂Ēvex
∂~z

(~zt+1) = −
∂Ecave
∂~z

(~zt), (17)

where the coefficients {αµ} must be chosen to ensure that the constraints ~φµ ·~zt+1 =
cµ, ∀µ are satisfied.

We need an additional result to determine how to solve for ~zt+1. Theorem 3 gives us
a procedure which will work for the Bethe and Kikuchi energy functions. (In general,
solving for ~zt+1 is, at worse, a convex minimization problem and can sometimes be
done analytically (Yuille and Rangarajan 2001)).

We restrict ourselves to the specific case where Evex(~z) =
∑

i zi log zi

ζi
. This form of

Evex(~z) will arise when we apply Theorem 2 to the Bethe free energy, see section (4).

We let ~h(~z) = ~∇Ecave(~z). Then the update rules of Theorem 2, see equation (13),
can be expressed as selecting ~zt+1 to minimize a convex cost function Et+1(~zt+1).
Moreover, we can write the solution as an analytic function of Lagrange multipliers
{αµ} which are chosen to maximize a concave (dual) energy function. More formally,
we have the following result:

Theorem 3. Let Evex(~z) =
∑
i zi log zi

ζi
, then the update equation of Theorem 2

can be expressed as minimizing the convex energy function:

Et+1(~zt+1) = ~zt+1 · ~h+
∑

i

zt+1
i log

zt+1
i

ζi
+

∑

µ

αµ{~φµ · ~zt+1 − cµ}, (18)

where ~h = ~∇Ecave(~z
t). The solution is of form:

zt+1
i (α) = ζie

−hie−1e
−

∑
µ
αµφµ

i , (19)



where the Lagrange multipliers {αµ} are constrained to maximize the (concave) dual
energy:

Êt+1(α) = −
∑

i

zt+1
i (α)−

∑

µ

αµcµ = −
∑

i

ζie
−hie−1e−

∑
ν
φν

i α
ν

−
∑

µ

αµcµ. (20)

.

Moreover, maximizing Êt+1(α) with respect to a specific αµ enables us to satisfy the
corresponding constraint exactly.

Proof. This is given by straightforward calculations. Differentiating E t+1 with
respect to zt+1

i gives:

1 + log
zi
ζi

= −hi −
∑

µ

αµφµi , (21)

which corresponds to the update equation (13) of Theorem 2. Substitut-
ing ~zt+1({αµ}) into Et+1(~zt+1) gives the dual energy function Êt+1(α) =
Et+1(~zt+1(αµ). Since Et+1(~z) is convex, duality ensures that the dual Êt+1(α)
is concave (Strang 1986), and hence has a unique maximum which corresponds to

the constraints being satisfied. Setting ∂Êt+1

∂αµ = 0 ensures that ~zt+1 · ~φµ = cµ, and
hence satisfies the µth constraint.

Theorem 3 specifies a double-loop algorithm where the outer loop is given by equa-
tion (19) and the inner loop determines the {αµ} by maximizing Êt+1(α).

For the Bethe free energy, solving for the {αµ} can be done by a discrete iterative
algorithms. The algorithm maximizes Êt+1(α) with respect to each αµ in turn.
This maximization can be done analytically for each αµ. This inner loop algorithm
generalizes work by Kosowsky and Yuille (Kosowsky and Yuille 1994, Kosowsky
1995) who used a result similar to Theorem 3 to obtain an algorithm for solving
the linear assignment problem. This relates to the Sinkhorn algorithm (Sinkhorn
1964) (which converts positive matrices into doubly stochastic ones.) Rangarajan
et al (1996a) applied this result to obtain double loop algorithms for a range of
optimization problems subject to linear constraints.

In the next section we apply Theorems 2 and 3 to the Bethe free energy. In partic-
ular, we will show that the nature of the linear constraints for the Bethe free energy
mean that solving for the constraints in Theorem 2 can be done efficiently.

4 A CCCP algorithm for the Bethe Free energy

In this section we return to the Bethe free energy and describe how we can implement
an algorithm of the form given by Theorems 1,2 and 3. This CCCP double-loop
algorithm is designed by splitting the Bethe free energy into convex and concave
parts. An inner loop is used to impose the linear constraints. (This design was
influenced by the work of Rangarajan et al (Rangarajan et al 1996a, Rangarajan et
al 1996b).

First we split the Bethe free energy in two parts:

Evex =
∑

i,j:i>j

∑

xi,xj

bij(xi, xj) log
bij(xi, xj)

φij(xi, xj)
+

∑

i

∑

xi

bi(xi) log
bi(xi)

ψi(xi)
,



Ecave = −
∑

i

ni
∑

xi

bi(xi) log
bi(xi)

ψi(xi)
. (22)

This split enables us to get non-zero derivatives of Evex with respect to both {bij}
and {bi}. (Other choices of split are possible).

We now need to express the linear constraints, see equation (6), in the form used
in Theorems 2 and 3. To do this, we set ~z = (bij(xi, xj), bi(xi)) so that the
first components of ~z correspond to the {bij} and the later to the {bi} (There
are NM components for the {bi}, but the number of {bij} depends on the num-

ber of connections and is, at most, N(N−1)
2 M2). The dot product of ~z with a

vector ~φ = (Tij(xi, xj), Ui(xi)) is given by
∑
i,j:i>j

∑
xi,xj

bij(xi, xj)Tij(xi, xj) +∑
i

∑
xi
bi(xi)Ui(xi).

There are two types of constraints: (i) the normalization constraints∑
xp,xq

bpq(xp, xq) = 1, ∀ p, q : p > q, and (ii) the consistency constraints∑
xp
bpq(xp, xq) = bq(xq), ∀p, q, xq : p > q and

∑
xq
bpq(xp, xq) = bp(xp), ∀q, p, xp :

p > q.

We index the normalization constraints by pq (with p > q). Then we can express

the constraint vectors {~φpq}, the constraint coefficients {αpq}, and the constraint
values {cpq} by:

~φpq = (δpiδqj , 0), αpq = γpq , cpq = 1, ∀p, q. (23)

The consistency constraints are indexed by pqxq (with p > q) and qpxp (with p > q).
The constraint vectors, the constraint coefficients, and the constraint values are
given by:

~φpqxq = (δipδjqδxj ,xq
,−δiqδxi,xq

), αpqxq = λpq(xq), c
pqxq = 0, ∀p, q, xq

~φqpxp = (δipδjqδxixp
,−δipδxi,xp

), αqpxp = λqp(xp), c
qpxp = 0, ∀q, p, xp. (24)

We now apply Theorem 3 to the Bethe free energy and obtain Theorem 4 which
specifies the outer loop of our algorithm:

Theorem 4 (CCCP Outer Loop for Bethe). The following update rule
is guaranteed to reduce the Bethe free energy provided the constraint coefficients
{γpq}, {λpq}, {λqp} can be chosen to ensure that {bij(t+ 1)}, {bi(t+ 1)} satisfy the
linear constraints of equation (6):

bij(xi, xj ; t+ 1) = φij(xi, xj)e
−1e−λij(xj)e−λji(xi)e−γij ,

bi(xi; t+ 1) = ψi(xi)e
−1eni(

bi(xi; t)

ψi(xi)
)nie

∑
k
λki(xi). (25)

Proof. These equations correspond to equation (19) in Theorem 3, where we have
substituted equation (22) into equation (13) and used equations (23,24) for the con-

straints. The constraint terms
∑

µ α
µ~φµ simplify owing to the form of the con-

straints (e.g.
∑
p,q:p>q γpqδipδjq = γij).



We need an inner loop to determine the constraint coefficients {λij , λji, γij}. This is
obtained by using Theorem 3. Recall that finding the constraint coefficients is equiv-
alent to maximizing the dual energy Êt+1(α) and that performing the maximization
with respect to the µth coefficient αµ corresponds to solving the µth constraint equa-
tion. For the Bethe free energy it is possible to solve the µth constraint equation
to obtain an analytic expression for the µth coefficient in terms of the remaining
coefficients. Therefore we can maximize the dual energy Êt+1(α) with respect to
any coefficient αµ analytically. Hence we have an algorithm that is guaranteed to
converge to the maximum of Êt+1(α): select a constraint µ, solve for the equation
∂Êt+1

∂αµ for αµ analytically, and repeat. As we will see in section (4.1), this inner loop
is very similar to BP (provided we equate the messages with the exponentials of the
Lagrange multipliers).

More formally we specify the inner loop by Theorem 5:

Theorem 5 (CCCP Inner Loop for Bethe). The constraint coefficients
{γpq}, {λpq}, {λqp} of Theorem 4 can be solved for by a discrete iterative algorithm,
indexed by τ , guaranteed to converge to the unique solution. At each step we select
coefficients γpq , λpq(xq) or λqp(xp) and update them by:

eγpq(τ+1) =
∑

xp,xq

φpq(xp, xq)e
−1e−λpq(xq ,τ)e−λqp(xp;τ),

e2λpq(xq ;τ+1) =

∑
xp
φpq(xp, xq)e

−λqp(xp;τ)e−γpq(τ)

ψq(xq)enq (
bq(xq ;t)
ψq(xq ;t) )

nqe

∑
j 6=p

λjq(xq ;τ)
,

e2λqp(xp;τ+1) =

∑
xq
φpq(xp, xq)e

−λpq(xq;τ)e−γpq(τ)

ψp(xp)enp(
bp(xp;t)
ψp(xp;t) )

npe

∑
j 6=q

λjp(xp;τ)
(26)

which monotically maximizes the dual energy:

Êt+1(α) = −
∑

i,j:i>j

∑

xi,xj

φij(xi, xj)e
−1e−λij(xj)e−λji(xi)e−γij

−
∑

i

∑

xi

ψi(xi)e
−1eni(

bi(xi; t)

ψi(xi)
)nie

∑
k
λki(xi) −

∑

i,j:i>j

γij . (27)

Proof. We use the update rule, equation (19), given by Theorem 3 and calcu-

late the constraint equations, ~z · ~φµ = cµ, ∀ µ. For the Bethe free energy we
obtain equations (26) where the upper equation corresponds to the normalization
constraints and the lower equations to the consistency constraints. Observe that
we can solve each equation analytically for the corresponding constraint coefficients
γpq , λpq(xq), λqp(xp). By Theorem 3, this is equivalent to maximizing the dual en-
ergy, see equation (20), with respect to each coefficient. Since the dual energy is
concave solving for each coefficient γpq , λpq(xq), λqp(xp) (with the others fixed) is
guaranteed to increase the dual energy. Hence we can maximize the dual energy,
and hence ensure the constraints are satisfied, by repeatedly selecting coefficients
and solving the equations (26). The form of the dual energy is given by substituting
equation (25) into equation (20).



Observe that we can update all the coefficients {γpq} simultaneously because their
update rule (i.e. the right hand side of the top equation of 26) depends only on the
{λpq}. Similarly, we can update many of the {λpq} simultaneously because their
update rules (i.e. the right hand sides of the middle and bottom equation of 26)
only depend on a subset of the {λpq}. (For example, when updating λpq(xq) we can
simultaneously update any λij(xj) provided i 6= p 6= j and i 6= q 6= j.)

4.1 Connections between CCCP and BP

As we will show, CCCP and BP are fairly similar. The main difference is that
the CCCP update rules for the Lagrange multipliers {λ, γ} depend explicitly on
the current estimates of the beliefs. The estimates of the beliefs must then be re-
estimated periodically (after each run of the inner loop). By contrast, for BP the
update rules for the messages are independent of the beliefs.

We now give an alternative formulation of the CCCP algorithm which simplifies the
algorithm (for implementation) and makes the connections to belief propagation
more apparent.

Define new variables {hpq, hp, gpq , gp} by:

hpq(xp, xq) = φpq(xp, xq)e
−1, gpq(λ, γ) = e−γpq−λpq(xq)−λqp(xp)

hq(xq) = ψq(xq)e
−1enq{

bq(xq)

ψq(xq)
}nq , gq(λ) = e

∑
j
λjq(xq)

. (28)

The outer loop can be written as:

bij(xi, xj) = hij(xi, xj)gij(λ, γ) bi(xi) = hi(xi)gi(λ). (29)

The inner loop can be written as:

eγpq(τ+1) = eγpq(τ)
∑

xp,xq

hpq(xp, xq)gpq(λ, γ),

e2λpq(xq ;τ+1) = e2λpq(xq;τ)

∑
xp
hpq(xp, xq)gpq(λ, γ)

hq(xq)gq(λ)
. (30)

This formulation of the algorithm is easier to program. As before, the inner loop
is iterated until convergence and then we perform one step of the outer loop, and
repeat.

We now show a formal similarity between CCCP and belief propagation. To do
this, we collapse the outer loop of CCCP by solving for the {bij , bi} as functions
of the variables {λ, γ}. This is done by solving the fixed point equation (29) using
equation (28) to obtain {b∗i , b

∗
ij} given by:

b∗i (xi) = ψi(xi)e
−1{gi(λ)}

1/(ni−1), b∗ij(xi, xj) = φij(xi, xj)e
−1gij(λ, γ). (31)



Now substitute {b∗i , b
∗
ij} into the inner loop update equation (30). This collapsed

CCCP algorithm reduces to:

e2λpq(xq;τ+1)×{e−λpq(xq ;τ)e
− 1

nq−1

∑
j
λjq(xq ;τ)

} =
∑

xp

ψpq(xp, xq)ψp(xp)e
−λqp(xp;τ)e−γpq .

(32)

To relate this to belief propagation we recall from section (2) that the messages can
be related to the Lagrange multipliers by:

mji(xi) = eλji(xi)e
− 1

ni−1

∑
k
λki(xi), e−λij(xj) =

∏

k 6=i

mkj(xj). (33)

We can re-express belief propagation as:

eλij(xj ;t+1) e
− 1

nj−1

∑
k
λkj(xj ;t+1)

= c
∑

xi

ψij(xi, xj)ψi(xi)e
−λji(xi;t), (34)

bi(xi; t) = ĉψi(xi)e
− 1

ni−1

∑
l
λli(xi;t), (35)

This shows that belief propagation is similar to the collapsed CCCP with the only

difference that the factor {e−λpq(xq ;τ)e
− 1

nq−1

∑
j
λjq(xq;τ)

} is evaluated at time τ for
the collapsed double loop and at time t+ 1 for belief propagation.

(This derivation has ignored the “normalization dynamics” – updating the {γpq} –
because it is straightforward and can be taken for granted. With this understanding
we have dropped the dependence of the {γpq} on τ).

5 The Kikuchi Approximation

The Kikuchi free energy (Domb and Green 1972, Yedidia et al 2000) is a generaliza-
tion of the Bethe free energy which enables us to include higher order interactions.

In this section we show that the results we obtained for the Bethe can be extended to
Kikuchi. Recall that Yedidia et al (2000) derived a “generalized belief propagation
algorithm” whose fixed points correspond to extrema of the Kikuchi free energy.
Their computer simulations showed that GBP outperforms BP on 2D spin glasses
and obtains results close to the optimum (presumably because Kikuchi is a higher
order approximation than Bethe).

We now define the Kikuchi free energy (following the exposition in Yedidia et al
(2000)). For a general graph, let R be a set of regions that include some basic
clusters of nodes, their intersections, the intersections of the intersections, and so
on. The Bethe approximation corresponds to the special case where the basic
clusters consist of all linked pairs of nodes.

For any region r, we define the super-regions of r to be the set sup(r) of all regions
in R which contain r. Similarly, we define the sub-regions of r to be the set sub(r)
of all regions in R which lie completely within r. In addition, we define the direct



sub-regions of r to be the set subd(r) of all sub-regions of r which have no super-
regions which are also sub-regions of r. Similarly, define the direct super-regions of
r to be the set supd(r) of super-regions of r which have no sub-regions which are
super-regions of r. If s is a direct sub-region of r, then we define r \ s to be the
those nodes which are in r but not in s.

We illustrate these definitions on the 2D spin-glass, see figure (1). The basic regions
are shown in figure (4) (other choices of basic regions are possible). The direct
super-regions and the direct sub-regions are shown in figures (5,6).
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Figure 4: The regions for the Kikuchi implementation of the 2D spin-glass. The
top regions (left), and the subregions (centre and right).
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Figure 5: The direct sub-regions. The top-level regions (Top Panel) have four direct
sub-regions (two horizontal and two vertical). The middle-level regions each have
two direct sub-regions (Bottom Two Panels).

Let xr be the state of the nodes in region r and br(xr) be the “belief” in xr. x ∈ r\s
denotes the state of the nodes which are in r but not in s. Any region r has an
energy Er(xr) associated with it (e.g. for a region with pairwise interactions we
have Er(xr) = − log

∏
i∈r, j∈r:i>j ψij(xi, xj) − log

∏
i∈r ψi(xi)). Then the Kikuchi

free energy is:

FK =
∑

r∈R

cr{
∑

xr

br(xr)Er(xr) +
∑

xr

br(xr) log br(xr)}+ LK , (36)
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Figure 6: The direct super-regions. The middle-level regions have two direct super-
regions (Top Two Panels). The bottom-level region have four direct super-regions
(Bottom Panel).

where LK gives the constraints (see equation (37) below), cr is an “over-counting”
number of region r, defined by cr = 1 −

∑
s∈sup(r) cs where sup(r) is the set of

all regions in R which contain r. For the largest regions, we have cr = 1. We let
cmax = maxr∈R cr.

The beliefs br(xr) must obey two types of constraints: (i) they must all sum to one,
(ii) they must be consistent with the beliefs in regions which intersect with r. This
consistency can be ensured by imposing consistency between all regions with their
direct sub-regions (i.e. between all r ∈ R with their direct sub-regions s ∈ subd(r)).
We can impose the constraints by Lagrange multipliers:

LK =
∑

r∈R

γr(
∑

xr

br(xr)−1)+
∑

r∈R

∑

s∈subd(r)

∑

xs

λr,s(xs){
∑

x∈r\s

br(xr)−bs(xs)}. (37)

5.1 A CCCP Algorithm for the Kikuchi Free Energy

Now we obtain a CCCP algorithm guaranteed to converge to an extrema of the
Kikuchi free energy.

First we observe that the Kikuchi free energy, like the Bethe free energy, can be
split into a concave and a convex part. We choose the following split (many others
are possible):

FK = FK,vex + FK,cave, (38)

where

FK,vex = cmax
∑

r∈R

{
∑

xr

br(xr)Er(xr) +
∑

xr

br(xr) log br(xr)} (39)

+
∑

r∈R

γr(
∑

xr

br(xr)− 1) +
∑

r∈R

∑

s∈subd(r)

∑

xs

λr,s(xs){
∑

x∈r\s

br(xr)− bs(xs)}



FK,cave =
∑

r∈R

(cr − cmax){
∑

xr

br(xr)Er(xr) +
∑

xr

br(xr) log br(xr)}, (40)

where we have used the results stated in equations (16,17) to impose the constraints
only on the convex term. It can be readily verified that FK,vex is a convex function
of {br(xr)} and FK,cave is a concave function. Recall that cmax = maxr∈Rcr. This
ensures that FK,cave is concave.

Theorem 6 (CCCP for Kikuchi). The Kikuchi free energy FK can be minimized
by a double-loop algorithm. The outer loop has time parameter t and is given by:

br(xr ; t+1) = e−
cr

cmax
{Er(xr)+1}e−γr{br(xr; t)}

cmax−cr
cmax e

−
∑

s∈subd(r)
λr,s(xs)

e

∑
v∈supd(r)

λv,r(xr)
.

(41)

The inner loops, to solve for the {γr}, {λr,s} has time parameter τ and are given
by:

eγr(τ+1) =
∑

xr

e−
cr

cmax
{Er(xr)+1}{br(xr ; t)}

cmax−cr
cmax e

−
∑

s∈subd(r)
λr,s(xs;τ)

e

∑
v∈supd(r)

λv,r(xr;τ)
,

e2λr,u(xu;τ+1) =
∑

x∈r\u e
− cr

cmax
{Er(xr)+1}{br(xr; t)}

cmax−cr
cmax e−γr(τ)e

−
∑

s∈subd(r):s6=u
λr,s(xs;τ)

e

∑
v∈supd(r)

λv,r(xr;τ)

e−
cu

cmax
{Eu(xu)+1}{bu(xu; t)}

cmax−cu
cmax e−γu(τ)e

−
∑

s∈subd(u)
λu,s(xs;τ)

e

∑
v∈supd(u):v 6=r

λv,u(xu;τ)
. (42)

Moreover, the inner loop is guaranteed to satisfy the constraints by converging to
the unique maximum of the dual energy:

Êt+1(λ, γ) = −
∑

r∈R

∑

xr

e−
cr

cmax
{Er(xr)+1}e−γr{br(xr ; t)}

cmax−cr
cmax e

−
∑

s∈subd(r)
λr,s(xs)

e

∑
v∈supd(r)

λv,r(xr)

−
∑

r∈R

γr. (43)

Proof. We split the Kikuchi free energy FK into the convex and concave parts,
FK,vex, FK,cave, given by equation (40). We can use Theorems 1,2 and 3 to obtain
an algorithm to minimize the Kikuchi free energy.

In more detail, we calculate the derivatives:

∂FK,vex
∂br(xr)

= cmax{Er(xr) + 1 + log br(xr) + γr

+
∑

s∈subd(r)

λr,s(xs)−
∑

v∈supd(r)

λv,r(xr)}, (44)

∂FK,cave
∂br(xr)

= (cr − cmax){Er(xr) + 1 + log br(xr)}, (45)



where we have not included constraint terms in
∂FK,cave

∂br(xr) because they can be absorbed

into the constraints in
∂FK,vex

∂br(xr) . (Recall from Theorems 1,2,3 that we are setting
∂FK,vex

∂br(xr) (t+ 1) = −
∂FK,cave

∂br(xr) (t)).

From equations (44,45), we can obtain the outer loop of our update algorithm (using
Theorems 2,3):

br(xr ; t+1) = e−
cr

cmax
{Er(xr)+1}{br(xr; t)}

cmax−cr
cmax e−γre

−
∑

s∈subd(r)
λr,s(xs)

e

∑
v∈supd(r)

λv,r(xr)
.

(46)

The inner loop, to solve for the {γr}, {λr,s}, is determined by Theorem 2. We know
that solving the constraint equations one by one is guaranteed to converge to the
unique solution for the constraints. The constraint equation for γr is

∑
xr
br(xr) = 1

which can be solved to give an analytic expression for γr:

eγr =
∑

xr

e−
cr

cmax
{Er(xr)+1}{br(xr; t)}

cmax−cr
cmax e

−
∑

s∈subd(r)
λr,s(xs)

e

∑
v∈supd(r)

λv,r(xr)
.

(47)

The constraint equation for λr,u(xu) is
∑

x∈r\u br(xr) = bu(xu) which yields:

∑

x∈r\u

e−
cr

cmax
{Er(xr)+1}{br(xr ; t)}

cmax−cr
cmax e−γre

−
∑

s∈subd(r)
λr,s(xs)

e

∑
v∈supd(r)

λv,r(xr)

= e−
cu

cmax
{Eu(xu)+1}{bu(xu; t)}

cmax−cu
cmax e−γue

−
∑

s∈subd(u)
λu,s(xs)

e

∑
v∈supd(u)

λv,u(xu)
, (48)

which can be rearranged to give an analytic solution for λr,u(xu), see equation (42).
The dual energy is given by Theorem 3. Hence result.

5.2 CCCP Kikuchi and Generalized Belief Propagation

We now generalize our arguments for the Bethe free energy, see subsection (4.1),
and show there is a connection between CCCP for Kikuchi and GBP. Once again,
CCCP is very similar to message passing but it requires us to periodically update
our estimates of the beliefs.

First we simplify the form of the CCCP Kikuchi. Then we briefly describe GBP.
Finally we show connections between CCCP and GBP by collapsing the outer loop.

We simplify the double-loop Kikuchi algorithm by defining new variables:

hr(xr) = e−
cr

cmax
{Er(xr)+1}{br(xr)}

cmax−cr
cmax , gr(xr) = e

−γr−
∑

s∈subd(r)
λr,s(xs)+

∑
v∈supd(r)

λv,r(xr)
.

(49)

The outer loop rule becomes

br(xr) = hr(xr)gr(xr). (50)

The inner loop becomes:



eγr(τ+1) = eγr(τ)
∑

xr

hr(xr)gr(xr),

e2λr,u(xu;τ+1) = e2λr,u(xu;τ)

∑
x∈r\u hr(xr)gr(xr)

hu(xu)gu(xu)
. (51)

This form of the update rules is straightforward to program and, as we now show,
relate to the generalized belief propagation algorithm of Yedidia et al (2000).

We now give a formulation of generalized belief propagation. Following Yedidia et
al (2000), we allow messages mr,s(xs) between regions r and any direct sub-regions
s ∈ subd(r). We also define M(r) to be the set of all messages that flow into r,
or any of its subregions, from outside r. (I.e. mr′,s′(xs′ ) ∈ M(r) provided s′ is a
subregion of r, or r itself, and r′ \ s is outside r). The messages will correspond to
(new) Lagrange multipliers {µ} related to the messages by µr,s(xs) = logmr,s(xs).

The main idea is to introduce new Lagrange multipliers {µr,s} so that:

∑

r∈R

∑

s∈subd(r)

∑

xs

λr,s(xs){
∑

x∈r\s

br(xr)−bs(xs)} =
∑

r

cr
∑

xr

br(xr)
∑

{r′,s′}∈M(r)

µr′,s′(xs′ ).

(52)

By extremizing the Kikuchi free energy, we can find the solution to be:

br(xr) = ψr(xr)
∏

{r′,s′}∈M(r)

mr′,s′(xs′), (53)

where we relate the messages to the Lagrange multipliers by µr,s(xs) = logmr,s(xs).

Generalized belief propagation can be reformulated as:

mr,s(xs; t+ 1) = mr,s(xs; t)

∑
x∈r\s ψr(xr)

∏
{r′,s′}∈M(r)mr′,s′(xs′ )

ψs(xs)
∏

{r′,s′}∈M(s) mr′,s′(xs′)
. (54)

It is clear that fixed points of this equation will correspond to situations where the
constraints are satisfied (because the numerator will equal

∑
x∈r/s br(xr) and the

denominator is bs(xs)). The form of br(xr) means that this is all we need to do.

To relate this to the Kikuchi double-loop, we once again collapse the outer loop by
solving for the {br} in terms of the Lagrange multipliers {λ}, this gives:

b∗r(xr) = e−Er(xr)−1{gr(λ, γ)}
cmax/cr . (55)

These are precisely the same form as those given by generalized belief propagation
after we solve for the relationship between the Lagrange multipliers to be:

∑

s∈subd(r)

λr,s(xs)−
∑

p∈supd(r)

λp,r(xr) = cr
∑

{r′.s′}∈M(r)

µr′,s′(xs′ ). (56)



The updates are then given by:

eγr(τ+1) = eγr(τ)
∑

xr

b∗r(xr),

e2λr,u(xu;τ+1) = e2λr,u(xu;τ)

∑
x∈r\s b

∗
r(xr)

b∗u(xu)
. (57)

So these are very similar to generalized belief propagation, using equations (53,54).

The only difference is that we are updating the {λ} instead of the {µ}, which are
related by a linear transformation.

6 Implementation

We implemented the Bethe and Kikuchi CCCP algorithms in Numeric Python
on spin glass energy functions. We used binary state variables defined on two-
dimensional and three-dimensional lattices (using toroidal boundary conditions).
This is similar to the setup used in (Yedidia et al 2000, Teh and Welling 2001).
We also implemented BP and GBP for comparison. (These examples were chosen
because it is known that BP has difficulties with graphs with so many closed loops).

The grid was shown in figure (1) (imagine a third dimension to get the 3-D cube).
We label the nodes by ~i where each component of ~i takes values from 1 to N . We
let ~i±∆~h and ~i±∆~v be the horizontal and vertical neighbours of site ~i. Each site
has a spin state x~i ∈ {0, 1}.

There are (unary) potentials at each lattice site labelled by ψ~i(x~i). There are
horizontal and vertical connections between neighbouring lattice sites which we
label as ψ~i,~i+∆~h(x~i, x~i+∆~h) and ψ~i,~i+∆~v(x~i, x~i+∆~v) respectively (ie. linking node a

to b and a to c in figure (1)). In sum, we have N 2 unary potentials ψ~i, N
2 horizontal

pairwise potentials ψ~i,~i+∆~h, and N2 vertical pairwise potentials ψ~i,~i+∆~v. The size
of N was varied from 10 to 100.

The ψ~i(x~i) are of form e±h~i where the h~i are random samples from a Gaussian

distribution N(µ, σ).. The horizontal potentials are of form e±h~i,~i+∆~h where the
h~i,~i+∆~h are random samples from a Gaussian N(µ, σ). The vertical potentials are
generated in a similar manner. The parameters of these three Gaussians were varied
(typically we set µ = 0 and σ ∈ {1, 2, 5}).

6.1 Bethe Implementations

We derived the Bethe free energy for the problem specified above and implemented
the CCCP and the BP algorithm. We use randomized initial conditions on the
messages or the Lagrange multipliers (as appropriate).

We used unary beliefs b~i(x~i) and horizontal joint beliefs b~i,~i+∆h(x~i, x~i+∆~h) and

vertical joint beliefs b~i,~i+∆v(x~i, x~i+∆~v).

For CCCP, we have Lagrange parameter terms λ~i±∆~v,~i(x~i) and λ~i±∆~h,~i(x~i). These

are analogous to the BP messages terms m~i±∆~v,~i(x~i) and m~i±∆~h,~i(x~i). They can



be thought of as the messages that flow into node ~i, see figure (2). For CCCP we
also have normalization terms γ~i,~i+∆~h and γ~i,~i+∆~v to normalize the horizontal and
vertical joint beliefs.

For the CCCP algorithm we used five iterations of the inner-loop as a default. This
gave stable convergence although it did not always ensure that the constraints were
satisfied. We experimented with fewer iterations. The algorithm was unstable if
only one inner loop iteration was used. But it already showed stability when we
used two iterations.

The BP algorithm was implemented in the standard manner. We used a parallel
update rule.

For both algorithms we measured convergence by the Bethe free energy or by the
“Belief Difference”: the differences in the belief estimates between adjacent itera-
tions. Note that the Bethe free energy is not very meaningful for the BP algorithm
until the algorithm has converged (because only then will the constraints be satis-
fied).

The CCCP algorithm converged rapidly with typically less than six iterations of
the outer loop – see figure (7) for 2D spin-glass figure (9) for 3D spin-glass. Most
of the Bethe free energy decrease happened in the first two iterations. Varying
the standard deviation of the Gaussians (which generate the potential) made no
difference. It also happened when we altered the size of the lattice (our default
lattice size was 10 x 10 but we also explored 50 x 50 and 10 x 10 x 10 and 20 x
20 x 20. During the first six iterations the constraints were not always satisfied
(recall we are using five iterations of the inner loop). See, for example, figure (9)
(top right panel) where the free energy appears to increase at iteration 5. But this
(temporary) non-compliance with the constraints did not seem to matter and the
Bethe free energy (almost) always decreased monotonically.

The BP algorithm behaved differently as we varied the situation. It was far less
stable in general. For the 2D spin-glass, the algorithm would not always converge.
The convergence was better the smaller the variance of the Gaussian distributions
generating the potentials. So if we set σp = σh = σv = 1.0 then BP would often
converge. But it became far more unstable when we increased the standard devia-
tions to σp = σh = σv = 5.0. BP did not converge at all for the 3D spin-glass case.
(Note we did not try to help convergence by adding inertia terms – see Kikuchi
section).

Overall, CCCP was far more stable than BP and the convergence rate was roughly
as fast (taking into account the inner-loops). The Bethe free energy of the CCCP
solution was always as small, or smaller, than that found by BP. The form of the
solutions found by both algorithms (when BP converged) were very similar, see
figure (8), though we observed that BP tended to favour beliefs biased towards 0
or 1 while CCCP often gave beliefs closer to 0.5. (By contrast, CCCP for Kikuchi
did not show any tendency towards 0.5).

We conclude that on these examples CCCP outperformed BP as far as stability and
quality of the results (particularly for 3D spin-glasses). These results are preliminary
and more systematic experiments should be performed. But they do provide proof
of concept for our approach.
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Figure 7: Performance of CCCP and BP on 2D spin-glasses. Bethe Free Energy
plots (Top Panels) and Belief Difference plots (Bottom Panels). Left to Right
σ = 1.0, 2.0, 5.0. CCCP solution (full lines) BP solution (dashed lines). Observe
that CCCP is more reliable for σ ≥ 2 (although BP often converged correctly for
σ = 2.0). Each iteration of CCCP counts as five iterations of BP (we use five
iterations in the inner loop). For BP the Bethe Free energy is not very meaningful
until convergence.

6.2 Kikuchi Implementations

We also implemented CCCP and Generalized Belief Propagation (GBP) for the
Kikuchi free energy. This was done for the 2D spin-glass case only. Once again, we
found that CCCP converged very quickly (again we used five iterations of the inner
loop as a default). Following Yedidia et al (2000), we implemented GBP with inertia
(we could not get the algorithm to converge without inertia). Yedidia et al (2000)
used an inertia factor of α = 0.5. We were more conservative and set α = 0.9 (which
improved stability). (Inertia means that messnew = αmessold + (1− α)messupdate
where α = 1 is standard BP/GBP).

Both algorithms converged with these settings. But CCCP converged more quickly
while GBP appeared to oscillate a bit about the solution before converging. Both
gave similar results for the final Kikuchi free energy, see figure (10).



Figure 8: Bethe 2D-spin glass. CCCP solution (left). Two BP solutions with
different initial conditions (centre and right). We plot the beliefs bi(xi = 0) for all
nodes i on the 2D lattice. Observe the similarly between them.

The solutions found by the two algorithms were very similar, see figure (11). More-
over, the solutions appeared to be practically independent of the starting conditions
(which were randomized).

Yedidia et al (2000) reported that GBP gave results on 2D spin-glasses which were
almost identical to the true solutions (found by using a maximum flow algorithm).
This is consistent with our finding that both GBP and CCCP converged to very
similar solutions despite randomized starting conditions).

We now give more details of the implementation. The top-level regions are 2x2
squares. These are labelled as b~i,~i+∆~h,~i+∆~v,~i+~∆~h+~∆~v(x~i, x~i+∆~h, x~i+∆~v, x~i+∆~h+∆~v).

There are two “medium-level” regions (obtained by taking the intersections of
adjacent top-level regions). These are horizontal b~i,~i+∆h(x~i, x~i+∆~h) and vertical

b~i,~i+∆v(x~i, x~i+∆~v). There are bottom-level regions corresponding to the pixels

b~i(x~i).

To implement CCCP for Kikuchi, we need to specify the direct sub-regions
and the direct super-regions. It can be seen that the direct sub-regions of
b~i,~i+∆~h,~i+∆~v,~i+~∆~h+~∆~v are b~i,~i+∆h, b~i+∆v,~i+∆h+∆v, b~i,~i+∆v and b~i+∆h,~i+∆v+∆h. The
direct sub-regions of b~i,~i+∆h are b~i and b~i+∆~h. Those of b~i,~i+∆v are b~i and b~i+∆v.

Of course, b~i has no direct (or indirect) sub-regions.

The direct super-regions of b~i are b~i,~i+∆h, b~i−∆h,~i, b~i,~i+∆v and b~i−∆v,~i. The di-
rect super-regions of b~i,~i+∆h are b~i,~i+∆~h,~i+∆~v,~i+~∆~h+~∆~v and b~i−∆v,~i+∆~h−∆v,~i,~i+~∆~h.
Similarly, the direct super-regions of b~i,~i+∆v are b~i,~i+∆~h,~i+∆~v,~i+~∆~h+~∆~v and
b~i−∆~h,~i,~i+∆~v−∆~h,~i+~∆~v.

7 Discussion

It is known that BP and GBP algorithms are guaranteed to converge to the correct
solution on graphs with no loops. We now argue that CCCP will also converge to
the correct answer on such problems.

As shown by Yedidia et al (2000), the fixed points of BP/GBP correspond to ex-
trema of the Bethe/Kikuchi free energy. Hence for graphs with no loops there can
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Figure 9: Performance of CCCP and BP on 3D spin-glasses. Bethe Free Energy
plots (Top Panels) and Belief Difference plots (Bottom Panels). Left to Right
σ = 1.0, 2.0, 5.0. CCCP solution (full lines) BP solution (dashed lines).

only be a single extremum of the Bethe/Kikuchi free energies. These free energies
are bounded below and so the extremum must be a minimum. The free energy
therefore have a single unique global minimum. CCCP is then guaranteed to find
it.

We also emphasize the generality of the Kikuchi approximation. In this paper we
considered distributions P (x1, ..., xN |y) which had pairwise interactions only (ie.
the highest order terms were of form ψij(xi, xj)). The Kikuchi approximation,
however, can be extended to interactions of arbitrary high order (eg. terms such as
ψi1,...iN (xi1 , ..., xiN )). Good results are reported for these cases (Yedidia – private
communication).

Finally we observe that both the Bethe and Kikuchi free energies can be refor-
mulated in terms of dual variables (Strang 1986). This duality is standard for
quadratic optimization problems. The BP algorithm can be expressed in terms of
the dynamics in this dual space.

If we take the Bethe free energy and extremize with respect to the variables
{bij}, {bi} it is possible to solve directly for these variables in terms of the La-
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Figure 10: Performance of CCCP Kikuchi and GBP on 2D spin-glasses. Kikuchi
Free Energy plots (Top Panels) and Belief Difference plots (Bottom Panels). Left
to Right σ = 1.0, 2.0, 5.0. CCCP Kikuchi solution (full lines) GBP solution (dashed
lines).

grange multipliers {λij}, {γij}. We can then substitute this back into the Bethe
free energy to obtain the dual energy.

G({γij}, {λij}) = −
∑

i,j:i>j

∑

xi,xj

φij(xi, xj)e
−{λij(xj)+λji(xi)}e−1e−γij

+
∑

i

(ni − 1)
∑

xi

ψi(xi)e
− 1

ni−1

∑
j
λji(xi)e−1 −

∑

i,j:i>j

γij , (58)

BP is given by the update rule

∂g

∂e−λji(xi)
(λji(xi; t+1)) = −

∂f

∂e−λji(xi)
(λji(xi; t)),

∂g

∂γij
(γij(t+1)) = −

∂f

∂γij
(γij(t)),

(59)



Figure 11: Kikuchi 2D-spin glass. CCCP solution (left). Two GBP solutions with
different initial conditions (centre and right). We plot the beliefs bi(xi = 0) for all
nodes i on the 2D lattice. Observe the similarity of the results on this 50 x 50 grid.

where f(.) and g(.) are the first and second terms in G.

By standard properties of duality, extrema of the dual energy G correspond to
extrema of the Bethe free energy. Unfortunately minima do not correspond to
maxima (which they would if the Bethe free energy was convex). This means that
it is hard to obtain global convergence results by analyzing the dual energy.

Similarly, we can calculate the dual of the Kikuchi free energy. This is of form.

GK({γr}, {λr,s}) = −
∑

r∈R

cr
∑

xr

e−1e−Er(xr)e−γr/cre
−(1/cr)

∑
s∈subd(r)

λr,s(xs)
e
(1/cr)

∑
v∈supd(r)

λv,r(xr)

−
∑

r∈R

γr. (60)

8 Conclusion

This paper introduced CCCP double loop algorithms which are proved to converge
to extrema of the Bethe and Kikuchi free energies. They are convergent alternatives
to BP and GBP (whose main error mode is failure to converge).

We showed that there are similarities between CCCP and BP/GBP. More precisely,
the CCCP algorithms updates Lagrange parameter variables {λ, γ} while BP/GBP
updates messages {m} – but the exponentials of the {λ} correspond to linear com-
binations of the messages (and the {γ} are implicit in BP/GBP). In BP/GBP the
beliefs {b} are expressed in terms of the messages {m} but for CCCP they are ex-
pressed in terms of the {λ, γ}. The difference is that for BP/GBP the update rules
for the {m} do not explicitly depend on the current estimation of the {b}. But the
CCCP updates for {λ, γ} do depend on the current {b} and the estimates of the {b}
must be periodically re-estimated. We can make BP/GBP and CCCP very similar
by expressing the {b} as a function of the {λ, γ} (this is collapsing the double loop)
which makes the algorithms very similar (but which prevents the convergence proof
from holding).

Our computer simulations on spin glasses showed that the CCCP algorithms are



stable, converge rapidly, and give solutions as good, or better than, those found
by BP/GBP. (Convergence rates of CCCP were similar to those of BP/GBP when
five iterations of the inner loop were used). In particular, we found that BP often
did not converge on 2D spin glasses and never converged at all on 3D spin glasses.
GBP, however, did converge on 2D spin-glasses provided inertia was used.

Finally, we stress that the Bethe and Kikuchi free energies are variational techniques
that can be applied to a range of inference and learning applications (Yedidia et
al 2000). They are better approximations that standard mean field theory and
hence give better results on certain applications (Weiss 2001). Mean field the-
ory algorithms can be very effective on difficult optimization problems (e.g., see
Rangarajan et al 1996a). But it is highly probable that using Bethe and Kikuchi
approximations (and applying CCCP – or BP/GBP – algorithms) will perform well
on a large range of applications.
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